Aurex Constructors
Multi-discipline Construction
Project experience that understands your needs
Aurex Constructors are leaders in the field of self-performing structural, mechanical, electrical,
instrumentation, piping and platework (SMEIPP) construction projects in South Africa. Our
knowledgeable and experienced team ensures that the construction of new plants and
retrofits, refurbishments and expansions of existing projects are managed efficiently and
according to your requirements and schedule. As a business, we strive to perform and work with
our customers to deliver successful construction projects time and time again.

∧

Structural, mechanical, piping and
platework (SMPP)

∧

Electrical and instrumentation

Crude refineries
Petro-chemical
Power generation
Mining & metallurgy
Pulp & paper

∧

Steel supply, fabrication and erection

∧

Mechanical assembly and alignment

∧

Piping supply, fabrication and erection

Our demonstrated ability to:

∧

Rigging, including heavy lifts and
transportation

∧

Vessel supply, fabrication and erection

∧

Platework supply, fabrication and erection

∧

Project management of all direct and
indirect resources

What we offer
Industry experience in:
∧
∧
∧
∧
∧

∧

Undertake the most demanding
construction projects,
∧ Complete the scope of work within
the agreed time-frame,
∧ Manage sub-contractors,
∧ Conform to cost efficacies and the
highest quality and safety standards.

Integrated project management experience
We have the expertise to deliver an integrated project management experience that is
focused on a one-team approach and is fueled by passion and commitment to your project
success. Our highly skilled project management team follows a hands-on approach to ensure
your innovative end-to-end construction solutions are managed effectively, from the blueprint
to the build.

Procurement, logistics and support
Over the years we have established an extensive supply chain network that not only ensures cost
savings and fast delivery but also adds to the procurement, logistic and support functions needed
to provide unparalleled service delivery.

89 14th Road
Midrand, 1685

Aurex Constructors
Multi-discipline Construction

Completions and commissioning
We offer you specialist service in commissioning preparation, commissioning, completions and
start-up and operations either in conjunction with, or independent of, project construction
activities.

Remote construction and commissioning
Our agility ensures the successful delivery of your project even in areas that present significant or
unusual challenges, i.e. weather and terrain, availability of local resources, constraints in supply
chain or inadequate infrastructure.

Supply chain
Our supply chain network is well established ensuring lower costs and fast delivery. Our
procurement and logistics teams are dedicated to support site construction, completion and
commissioning teams with first class service delivery.

Experienced in delivering complex projects successfully to our customers

Medupi Power Station
Lephalale
Customer: Eskom

Moatize Coal Mine
Mozambique
Customer: Vale

Fine Ash Dam 6
Secunda
Customer: Sasol (EC-Hatch)

Sasol FT Wax
Expansion
Sasolburg
Customer: Sasol

Sulphur Oxide (SOX) Emission
Reduction
Cape Town
Customer: Astron Energy

Chamdor Fabrication Facility
Pressure vessels, heat
exchangers, ducting, process
& non-process piping
(ISO3834)

We champion excellence

Tel: +27 11 203 9600
info@aurex.africa

